Morning Mist

Stunning stones and pebbles
for your landscape project
Be inspired by the Gondwana landscape range

Waterworn and smooth, our
stones and pebbles hark
back to the ancient southern
subcontinent of Gondwana.
An enormous land mass that
encompassed most of the
Southern Hemisphere.
Enjoy the timeless beauty
of stones that have been
sculpted through the ages.
Rainbow Sandstones

Cream to white tones

Egg Shell White 30-80mm

Antique Cream Flat Stones 20-70mm

Timeless off-white smooth and round egg shapes

Elegant white smooth, flat stones with rounded edges

Cloudy White 10-20mm

Cloudy White 20-60mm

Warm toned multi-faced and textured river stones

Warm toned multi-faced and textured river stones

Sandstone

Rainbow Sandstones 20-50mm

Rainbow Sandstones 20-75mm

Sculpted smooth faces with subtle coloured patterns

Sculpted smooth faces with subtle coloured patterns

Every bag of Gondwana Stone is special. Nature’s gifts offer a unique charm,
and Gondwana Stone is no exception. The photographs depicted
offer a guide to shape and size, however as these beautiful stones
are sourced from nature, you can expect
exotic variations in colour.

Bluestone Hues in pot | Oyster Grey Flat Stones

Grey mixtures and bluestone

Oyster Grey Flat Stones 30-120mm

Seagull Grey Egg Shells 20-60mm

Smooth flat stones with a salt and pepper texture

Mid grey smooth and round weathered stones

Bluestone Hues 10-20mm

Bluestone Hues 20-60mm

Darker toned flat stones with rounded edges

Darker toned flat stones with rounded edges

Morning Mist 20-30mm

Morning Mist 30-60mm

Cooler tones with rounded edges and a weathered texture

Cooler tones with rounded edges and a weathered texture

Multi Coloured Rounded Stones

Multi coloured

Multi Coloured Rounded Stones 30-80mm

Multi Coloured Flat Stones 30-80mm

Variable warm toned round egg shell shapes

Smooth and mostly flat stones with rounded edges

Four Seasons 20-30mm

Four Seasons 30-60mm

Cooler toned round and weathered stones

Cooler toned round and weathered stones

Tan tones

We deliver
direct to site
Gondwana Stone
A Division of River Sands Pty Ltd
Brisbane | Ph 07 3412 8111
Sydney | Ph 02 9677 1056

Café Cream 30-80mm
Predominantly coffee colours mixed with cream tones in
smooth egg shapes

Toll Free 1800 077 744
info@riversands.com.au
www.gondwanastone.com.au

